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ABSTRACT

Mass transport along grain boundaries in alloys depends not only on the atomic

structure of the boundary, but also its chemical make-up. In this work, we use

molecular dynamics to examine the effect of Cr alloying on interstitial and

vacancy-mediated transport at a variety of grain boundaries in Ni. We find that,

in general, Cr tends to reduce the rate of mass transport, an effect which is

greatest for interstitials at pure tilt boundaries. However, there are special sce-

narios in which it can greatly enhance atomic mobility. Cr tends to migrate

faster than Ni, though again this depends on the structure of the grain

boundary. Further, grain boundary mobility, which is sometimes pronounced

for pure Ni grain boundaries, is eliminated on the time scales of our simulations

when Cr is present. We conclude that the enhanced transport and grain

boundary mobility often seen in this system in experimental studies is the result

of non-equilibrium effects and is not intrinsic to the alloyed grain boundary.

These results provide new insight into the role of grain boundary alloying on

transport that can help in the interpretation of experimental results and the

development of predictive models of materials evolution.

Introduction

Mass transport is of fundamental importance for

understanding materials behavior under a wide

range of conditions. It has widely been recognized

that grain boundaries (GBs) are often important for

dictating the transport of atoms in a material.

Depending on the material, boundaries can either

enhance [1, 2] or even impede [3] transport. Further,

GBs are also important for describing radiation

damage evolution. They act as sinks for radiation-
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induced defects, facilitating the recombination of

interstitials and vacancies [4, 5]. However, critically,

those defects do not simply disappear once they

encounter a GB—they migrate until they either

escape the system, maybe reaching a free surface, or

they encounter other defects [6, 7].

Thus, it is imperative that we understand how

defects migrate at grain boundaries and atomistic

simulations are a crucial tool in providing this

understanding. Past work by multiple groups has

examined how the atomic structure of GBs impacts

both interstitial and vacancy migration [6, 8–14].

However, the vast majority of these simulations has

focused on elementally pure systems. In contrast,

most materials of practical interest are alloys.

As one example of the importance of understand-

ing the fundamental mechanisms of transport within

GBs of alloys, consider recent experiments by Zhou

et al. that examined the corrosive behavior of Ni-Cr

alloys in contact with FLiNaK molten salt [15]. They

found that the salt preferentially attacks the GBs and,

further, preferentially leaches out the Cr from the

GBs. However, radiation slowed the corrosive pro-

cess, indicating that mass transport to or along the

boundaries countered the leaching process due to the

salt. In addition, external factors can lead to changes

in the mobility of the boundary itself—so-called dif-

fusion-induced grain-boundary migration

(DIGM) [16–19] – which can fundamentally alter the

microstructure and chemistry of the GB. To truly

understand what drives this composite and coupled

behavior, we must better understand how alloying at

grain boundaries impacts mass transport.

There have been limited studies of the effects of

alloying or chemical segregation on diffusion at GBs.

Recently, Koju and Mishin studied the effect of

alloying on GB transport in Cu-Ag [20] and Al-

Mg [21]. In the first system, they found that alloying

with Ag has a complicated impact on mass transport.

For example, at low concentrations of Ag (about 1

atomic % or less), Ag slows down transport. How-

ever, as concentrations approach 2%, it can, in some

cases, induce higher mobilities than in the unalloyed

system. In contrast, alloying Al with Mg uniformly

reduces the overall rate of mass transport along the

GBs. In these studies, they considered only a few

types of GBs, but even so, they revealed complex

behavior that highlights the need for further inter-

rogation of these effects.

In this work, we follow a similar path as Koju and

Mishin to consider the effect of Cr alloying on

transport on GBs in Ni. We consider four GBs that are

structurally diverse to understand how Cr impacts

mass transport as induced by either an interstitial or a

vacancy. We consider different levels of Cr to deter-

mine the effect of Cr concentration on the atomic

mobility. We begin by using semi-grand canonical

Monte Carlo to introduce Cr at various concentra-

tions to a set of GBs in Ni. We then use molecular

dynamics (MD) to determine the impact of the added

Cr on the rate of transport of both interstitials and

vacancies. Finally, we discuss the implications of our

results in the context of experimental observations of

mass transport along GBs.

Methodology

We examine the effect of Cr alloying on mass trans-

port along GBs in Ni. To understand the relationship

between GB structure and transport, we study four

different GBs with very different character—a sym-

metric tilt, an asymmetric tilt, a pure twist, and an

asymmetric tilt plus twist GB. We have used these

same structures in other studies [6, 22]. Our rationale

for focusing on only a small but diverse set of GBs is

that there is more variation in properties by consid-

ering this set rather than a systematic study of one

type versus relatively small changes in structure.

The full orientation relationships for these bound-

aries are provided in Table 1. We use the same

atomic structures we used in our previous

work [6, 22], relaxing them to the fcc Ni lattice con-

stant. We adopt a slab model in which we have one

GB in the center of our structure and frozen atoms far

from the boundary. The number of atoms and the

dimensions of our structures are also given in

Table 1.

We use the angular-dependent interatomic poten-

tial of Howells and Mishin [23] to describe the Ni-Cr

interactions. This potential was chosen because it

reproduces the phase boundaries between fcc and bcc

solid solutions reasonably well. All simulations were

performed using LAMMPS. To determine Cr con-

centrations and distributions within each GB, we

perform semi-grand canonical Monte Carlo

(SGCMC), as described in Ref. [24] and implemented

in LAMMPS. SGCMC involves performing standard

Metropolis Monte Carlo but on the semi-grand
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canonical ensemble. Essentially, instead of just con-

sidering the energy change associated with swapping

two atoms in our structure, as we would in the

canonical ensemble, here we consider a combined

system that includes our GB structure and the

reservoir of elemental species. When we perform a

Monte Carlo step, we exchange Ni or Cr in our sim-

ulation for the other element in the reservoir. Thus,

the energy change upon such a swap is defined by

DE ¼ DEsc þ DlDN ð1Þ

where DEsc is the change in energy in our simulation

cell upon changing the chemical identity of one atom

while DN is the number of atoms that were changed

(always ±1 in our simulations). In our case, positive

DN corresponds to Cr being moved from the reser-

voir to the GB structure. Dl is the difference in

chemical potential between Ni and Cr (lNi � lCr) and
here is a parameter defining the simulation. (For

convenience and simplicity, we will define l ¼ Dl in

this paper.) The Metropolis acceptance criterion is

then defined by Eq. 1. The energy of the system is

minimized after each trial move, before the move is

accepted or rejected. We used a low temperature,

10 K, to define the acceptance probability of the

Metropolis algorithm, which essentially leads to the

acceptance of only those moves that reduce the

energy of the system, moving it toward a low energy

state. The slab dimensions were held constant as the

Cr content was changed during the MC simulation.

The chemical potential l was scanned from roughly

-0.025 to 0.4 eV. As l decreases, the propensity for

Cr to be inserted into the structure increases.

We performed a total of 100 MC cycles for each

value of the chemical potential and each GB struc-

ture, wherein, for each cycle, Ntrial MC moves were

tested, where Ntrial=0.1Natom and Natom is the number

of atoms in the structure, as given in Table 1. In

between each cycle, 1000 MD steps with a target

temperature of 10 K were performed, to reduce

internal strain due to the changing chemical distri-

bution. In the MC simulations, we used the same

random number seed for all cases, but given we are

interested in finding the ‘‘lowest’’ energy structure, as

long as the sampling is thorough, this should not be

an issue. Further, because of the low temperature of

the MC sampling, all of the solutes reside at the GB in

all cases. There are no solutes in the bulk.

Once structures containing Cr were obtained,

selected structures were used as the starting point for

MD simulations, again using LAMMPS. Again, for

these simulations, the slab dimensions were held

fixed. We realize this introduces strain into the sys-

tem, as we are not allowing for thermal expansion,

but here we are more interested in trends than

absolute numbers and have no reason to expect that

the trends will be affected by this constraint. We use

the Langevin thermostat with a damping parameter

of 100 ps and a time step of 2 fs. All MD simulations

lasted 10 ns (5,000,000 time steps). We performed

simulations introducing either one extra Ni atom—an

interstitial – or removing one Ni atom – creating a

vacancy—at the GB to induce transport. For each

temperature and defect, five independent simulations

were done with a different random seed. (However,

as noted below, not all results were used for various

reasons.)

To extract the diffusivity and migration energies,

we rely upon the Einstein relation and the Arrhenius

equation:

Table 1 Orientations of the grains in the four GBs considered here, along with the dimensions of the resulting simulation cells (which are

periodic in x and y but not z) and the number of atoms in each cell

Boundary Upper grain Lower grain Dimensions (Å) Number of atoms

x y z x y z x y z

Symmetric R11 tilt ½32�3� [101] ½�131� ½3�2�3� [101] ½13�1� 24.71 24.85 80.32 4020

Asymmetric R11 tilt ½54�5� [101] ½�252� ½18�1� [101] ½�414� 28.59 24.85 60.93 4020

R5 twist ½30�1� [103] [010] [301] ½�103� [010] 33.34 33.33 88.47 9180

R45 [210] ½1�20� [001] ½01�2� ½5�4�2� [221] 23.57 23.57 78.34 4050

The definition of upper and lower grain is arbitrary, but here simply refers to the grain above the GB plane and the grain below, as defined

by the relative z position. This same convention is used in the figures (e.g. Fig. 2) and the associated discussion in the text

J Mater Sci



D ¼ lim
t!þ1

\rðtÞ2 [
2dt

¼ D0e
�Em=kBT: ð2Þ

Here, D is the diffusion coefficient, \rðtÞ2 [ is the

mean-squared displacement (MSD), d is the dimen-

sionality of the problem (d ¼ 2 here as migration is

confined to the GB plane), t is time, D0 is the diffusion

coefficient prefactor, Em is the migration energy, kB is

the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. D

is extracted from the MSD for a range of tempera-

tures and the slope of log(D) vs 1=kBT provides Em.

To extract the MSD from the trajectories, we use a

code developed by Keffer [25]. This code implements

the time averaging scheme described in Haile [26] via

the following equation:

\rðsÞ2 [ � 1

N

XN�1

i¼0

½rðiDtþ nDtÞ � rðiDtÞ�2: ð3Þ

Here, Dt is the smallest time interval in the trajectory,

s ¼ nDt is the time interval over which the MSD is

being calculated as defined by n, iDt is the origin of

time for that segment, and N is the number of seg-

ments of size n in the trajectory. As n increases, the

number of segments of that size decreases, leading to

increased statistical noise. Thus, we extract D from

the MSD for a small window of s near to, but not

quite at, s ¼ 0 ns. More specifically, the window over

which D was extracted was from 0.8 to 1.6 ns, far

from the ballistic regime. The MSD extracted from

this code is per atom, and thus, unless otherwise

specified, all MSDs and values of D reported here are

per atom. This impacts the prefactor D0 but not the

migration energy Em, which is the quantity we are

most interested in.

We are interested in the relative mobility of Cr vs

Ni as a function of the Cr content at the boundary, the

structure of the boundary, and the nature of the

defect introduced. As the defect is confined to the

boundary due to the relatively strong segregation

energy and the vast majority of the simulation cell is

comprised of immobile Ni, we have to define a

window over which to extract the relative DNi vs DCr,

which is, in the end, an arbitrary choice. Here, for a

given boundary and a given defect, we define this

window by determining the maximal extent of Cr

migration normal to the boundary through all simu-

lations for that set of conditions, assuming that this is

a reasonable signature of the range of migration of

the defect. This definition means that we cannot

easily compare Cr mobility in different boundaries,

but for a given boundary, we can compare Cr vs Ni

mobility. The resulting values of D are again per

atom.

As noted above, we encountered a number of

challenges when performing these simulations that

required selective use of the simulation results. These

challenges are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 and

include:

• Detachment of the defect from the boundary

(DD): if the defect leaves that plane, it is sampling

the bulk. We are explicitly interested here in the

mobility of defects along the GB plane, so when

this happened, unless the defect very quickly

returned to the GB plane, we ignored the resulting

trajectory. This limits the simulations to lower

temperatures to minimize this behavior.

• Constrained motion (CM): in the tilt boundaries,

the transport characteristics are very anisotropic.

For low temperatures, this means that only one

direction is reasonably sampled, and perpendic-

ular directions are not. In such cases, we are

unable to reliably decompose the transport into

the perpendicular direction.

• Defect trapping (DT): in some cases when Cr is

present at the GB plane, the Cr can trap the defect,

resulting in relatively poor statistics for lower

temperatures. This limits us to higher tempera-

tures to overcome trapping.

• Generation of new defects (MD): if the tempera-

ture is too high, Frenkel pairs can be sponta-

neously generated at the GB plane, resulting in a

higher concentration of defects than intended and

complicating analysis. We ignored such

trajectories.

• GB motion (GBM): particularly for the undoped

boundaries, the boundary itself could migrate if

the temperature was too high. This complicates

the analysis of the defect migration. If the defect

followed the boundary, we assumed that the in-

boundary migration was still described correctly

and used results from such trajectories.

Table 2 provides a summary of the runs performed

and the number of trajectories that exhibited the

various behaviors described above, along with the

final number of trajectories used to extract the MSD.

Finally, we used the visualizing software

OVITO [27] to both visualize the trajectories as well

J Mater Sci



as generate the images of the atomic structures dis-

played in this manuscript.

Results

The structures of the four boundaries considered here

are highlighted in Fig. 2, in which the atoms are

colored by their energy, highlighting various struc-

tural features at each grain boundary. At the sym-

metric R11 boundary, the tilt axis is very apparent

along the y dimension of the structure, though the

atoms at the GB plane have energies that are not very

different from the matrix. There is greater variation in

the asymmetric R11 boundary. This structure is

characterized by Shockley partials that extend into

one grain (the upper grain in the perspective of

Fig. 2), providing a wider range of atoms that have a

higher energy than the matrix. Further, the atoms at

the GB plane have a higher energy than those in the

symmetric tilt boundary, suggesting that they might

be stronger sites for the segregation of Cr atoms or

defects. The R5 twist boundary shows a greater

density of higher energy sites that span two atomic

planes straddling the symmetry plane of the struc-

ture. Finally, the R45 boundary has the highest

energy atoms, which are dispersed across very dis-

crete sites, reminiscent of the misfit dislocation

intersections at a semi-coherent boundary. These

high energy sites are separated by regions of rela-

tively low energy atoms. As noted above, these four

boundaries exhibit very different structural and

energetic variations that should lead to very different

responses to Cr alloying and defect segregation.

In each of these structures, we performed SGCMC

to determine the Cr composition of the boundary as a

function of chemical potential. Our primary goal here

is to establish different levels of Cr alloying to

understand the potential impact on transport. Fig-

ure 3 shows the resulting Cr concentration as a

function of the chemical potential l. (Note that this is

the number of solutes in the structure per nm2 of GB

area; while in principle this measure does not dis-

tinguish between solute atoms at the GB or in the

bulk of the grain, since all solutes here reside at the

GB, it is a direct measure of solute content at each

GB.) We see that, as one would expect, all boundaries

exhibit generically similar behavior: as the chemical

potential is reduced, more Cr is driven into the

structure until, at or just below 0 eV, the entire

structure fills with Cr. However, there are also very

obvious differences. The high-energy R45 boundary,

with the highest energy atoms per Fig. 2, is the first to

accommodate Cr. That is, it getters Cr for the highest

value of l. Correspondingly, the symmetric R11 tilt

boundary only begins to fill with Cr at relatively low

values of l. There is thus a strong variation in how Cr

segregates to different boundaries—the nature of the

boundary is very important for determining the

amount of segregated Cr. This is consistent with

recent atomistic results highlighting the difference in

segregation depending on GB character [28]. Further,

the R45 boundary also exhibits very discrete plateaus

in Cr content, corresponding to the very discrete sites

represented in Fig. 2 being filled. The other bound-

aries tend to display a more gradual filling of Cr

versus l, though they all exhibit plateaus of different

degrees. The R5 twist boundary, for example, quickly

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the types of complications

encountered during our simulations. In order: detachment of the

defect from the GB (desegregation); constrained motion along one

direction and incomplete sampling in the other; trapping of the

defect by the solute; the formation of multiple defects; the

migration of the GB itself. Some of these effects are exacerbated at

low temperature while the others develop at high temperature,

limiting the temperature range over which we can reasonably

perform the relevant simulations.
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fills with Cr once a critical value of l is reached, but

then saturates. It is only when l gets much closer to 0

eV that more Cr can be stuffed into the structure.

For subsequent analysis, several alloyed structures

are selected from the structures represented in Fig. 3

and these are highlighted by the filled circles. The

actual structure of these alloyed boundaries is pre-

sented in Fig. 4. The distribution of Cr at these

boundaries is sensitive to the atomic structure of the

boundary. Even in the two tilt boundaries, the Cr

distribution varies significantly. While Cr is some-

what more dispersed in the symmetric R11 tilt, it is

strongly aligned along the tilt axis at the asymmetric

R11 boundary. At the R5 twist boundary, Cr is evenly

distributed across the boundary plane for both levels

of Cr content shown. Finally, for the R45 boundary,

Cr begins filling discrete and dispersed sites, reflect-

ing the energy landscape revealed in Fig. 2. As more

Cr is added, it tends to cluster with the existing Cr,

and at the highest levels considered is still not uni-

formly distributed across the GB plane. Thus, there

bFigure 2 Maps of the energy distribution of atoms within the four

pure Ni GB structures considered here: a symmetric R11 tilt, b

asymmetric R11 tilt, c R5 twist, and d R45 asymmetric tilt plus

twist. Each boundary is visualized from all sides to provide the

most complete picture of the associated energetics. The energy

scale is the same for all images to facilitate comparison.

Figure 3 Cr concentration versus the difference in chemical

potential (l) between Ni and Cr for the four boundaries

considered here. At high chemical potential, it is unfavorable to

introduce Cr into the GB structures. As l is reduced, more and

more Cr is introduced into the GBs. The larger filled circles

indicate structures used for subsequent MD simulations.
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are a number of different features about how Cr is

incorporated into these different boundaries that

emphasize the necessity of considering a diverse set

of structures.

Finally, before performing dynamical simulations,

we calculated the segregation energy of Ni vacancies

to the GBs as a function of Cr content, to understand

how Cr changes the interaction with defects with the

GB. In these calculations, we systematically removed

Ni atoms, one-by-one, and minimized the energy to

determine the energy of the Ni vacancy as a function

of distance from the boundary. The Cr content

remained constant in these calculations. By compar-

ing the energy in the bulk region versus at the

boundary, we can extract the segregation energy of

the vacancy.

Two examples are shown in Fig. 5, for the sym-

metric R11 tilt and the R45 boundaries. Perhaps the

more interesting of the two is the symmetric R11,
shown in Fig. 5a. Without Cr, the segregation energy

of vacancies to the boundary is -0.26 eV. There are

also sites that are just very slightly repulsive, at the

mirror plane of the boundary. Upon doping with Cr,

there are two primary effects. First, the attraction to

the segregating sites becomes stronger, increasing to

-0.34 eV. Maybe more importantly, the repulsive

sites become even more repulsive, reaching as high as

0.26 eV. Thus, Cr enhances the heterogeneous nature

of the potential energy landscape, potentially com-

plicating the path of defects as they migrate along the

boundary plane.

In contrast, as highlighted in Fig. 5b, the changes

Cr induces in the vacancy landscape at the R45
boundary are less dramatic, possibly because that

boundary already exhibits a very complex energy

landscape. Vacancy segregation energies are already

large in the undoped boundary— -1.25 eV—and Cr

increases that to -1.30 eV. Cr does create sites that

are repulsive to Ni vacancies, but only at the highest

levels of doping. In both boundaries, however, the

chemical heterogeneity introduced by alloying with

Cr increases the heterogeneity of the energy land-

scape. The other two boundaries, not shown, exhibit

similar changes upon Cr alloying.

(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)

Figure 4 Cr distributions at the four GBs for the compositions

highlighted in Fig. 3. Purple spheres indicate Ni, while gold

spheres indicate Cr. The ‘‘bonds’’ connecting atoms are shown

solely to better visualize the structure, while the vertical lines

represent the boundaries of the simulation cell. The dimensions of

the cells are given in Table 1.
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Diffusivity of interstitials and vacancies

Figure 6 shows the extracted diffusivity D for both

interstitials and vacancies as a function of GB struc-

ture, temperature, and chemical potential. Figure 6a

provides this data for the symmetric R11 tilt bound-

ary. First, comparing the behavior of interstitials

versus vacancies in the pure Ni boundary, we find

that interstitials migrate much faster. In fact, inter-

stitial migration is almost athermal, with no real

temperature dependence in D over the temperature

range considered. (Actually, this athermal behavior

persists to much lower temperatures, as low as 100

K.) Vacancies, on the other hand, migrate much

slower, at least an order of magnitude slower at the

highest temperature. If we then consider the effect of

Cr, we see that it has essentially no effect on the

migration of vacancies, but interstitial migration is

affected significantly, with a much stronger temper-

ature dependence than in the pure Ni boundary.

Turning to the asymmetric R11 tilt boundary, we

see a qualitatively similar picture for vacancies: they

migrate much slower than interstitials and Cr has

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 Vacancy segregation energies versus Cr content for the

a symmetric R11 and the b R45 asymmetric tilt plus twist

boundary. The colors of the points refer to different chemical

potentials and thus different Cr content, as described in Fig. 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6 Diffusivity of all atoms, per atom, as a function of Cr

content and due to both interstitials and vacancies. a symmetric

R11 tilt, b asymmetric R11 tilt, c R5 twist, and d R45 asymmetric

tilt plus twist. Open symbols represent results for vacancies, while

filled symbols are for interstitials. Colors represent different levels

of Cr content. When error bars are not visible, they are smaller

than the size of the points. For the asymmetric R11 tilt GB shown

in (b), an extra point is indicated for interstitial-mediated

migration in the Cr-alloyed structure: this structure has a

different Cr distribution than the other point for the same

conditions, as described in the text.
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little effect on their mobility, at least at the highest

temperatures. However, vacancies tend to get trap-

ped by Cr at lower temperatures, leading to poor

statistics and hence their exclusion from the plot.

Interstitials exhibit more interesting behavior. In the

pure Ni boundary, we again find that they migrate

quickly, but there is some temperature dependence;

they are not athermal as in the symmetric tilt

boundary. As with the symmetric case, Cr slows

down interstitial migration, at least at the highest

temperatures. Curiously, we see a huge spike in the

mobility of atoms in the Cr-alloyed structure at lower

temperatures. This is the consequence of the nicely

ordered arrangement of Cr as shown in Fig. 4b. We

observe that whole columns of Cr ordered along the

tilt axis can move almost as one when an interstitial is

present. This behavior is not observed at the higher

temperatures as the Cr structure is disrupted by

perpendicular motion of the atoms; the ordered

arrangement becomes broken. To verify this, we have

performed simulations at the lower temperature but

with the final Cr distribution from the higher tem-

perature. Indeed, we find that diffusion is much

lower in this structure, as highlighted in Fig. 6b.

Thus, the mobility is sensitive to the detailed distri-

bution of the solute and special arrangements can

lead to very high rates of transport.

The R5 twist and R45 boundaries exhibit simpler

dependencies. There is very little disparity between

interstitial and vacancy migration, particularly at the

highest temperatures. At the lower temperatures

considered, vacancies migrate just slightly faster in

the R45 boundary, while interstitials are slightly fas-

ter in the R5 twist. There is only a modest effect of Cr

on the mobility of either defect, with Cr slightly

reducing the resulting mass transport due to either

defect.

As already mentioned, for the tilt GBs, given their

asymmetric boundary structure, there is a strong

anisotropy in mass transport along the tilt axis (y in

these figures) as opposed to perpendicular to it (the x

component). This is highlighted in Fig. 7. There is

anisotropy for both interstitials and vacancies,

though the anisotropy is greater for interstitials. In

the case of a vacancy at the symmetric boundary

(Fig. 7a), Cr has little effect on the anisotropy, con-

sistent with the fact that it had little effect on D. In the

case of the interstitial (Fig. 7b), only the y compo-

nent—the component along the tilt axis—is impacted

by the Cr. The perpendicular component, already

relatively slow, is unaffected by the presence of Cr.

The behavior is essentially the same at the asym-

metric tilt boundary, as highlighted in Fig. 7c, d. The

vacancy exhibits anisotropic migration that is unaf-

fected by Cr. The transport of interstitials along the

tilt axis is reduced by the presence of Cr, except for

lower temperatures where the aligned Cr columns

can quickly migrate. In fact, the results in Fig. 7d

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7 Anisotropy in D for the two pure tilt boundaries: a

vacancy-mediated migration at the symmetric R11, b interstitial-

mediated migration at the symmetric R11, c vacancy-mediated

migration at the asymmetric R11, and d interstitial-mediated

migration at the asymmetric R11. In (a), DVx at the highest

temperatures experienced detachment, and hence the shift to lower

values.
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highlight how it is specifically transport along the tilt

axis that is increased by the special Cr distribution,

with a corresponding drop in the perpendicular

component which we attribute to less complete

sampling of transport along that direction as the

simulation is dominated by transport along the tilt

axis.

Finally, it is valuable to understand whether Cr or

Ni is migrating faster at these boundaries as a con-

sequence of the presence of the defect. Figure 8a

shows the relative diffusivity of Cr as compared to Ni

for the symmetric R11 tilt boundary. In this case,

interstitials move Cr and Ni at essentially the same

rate, regardless of temperature, while vacancies tend

to accelerate Cr transport over Ni transport by a

modest factor of 2 or less. (Note that, in these simu-

lations, we always observe interstitials to migrate via

the interstitialcy mechanism, in which atoms are

displaced from the lattice during migration, changing

the identity of the interstitial as migration proceeds.)

The data are particularly noisy because of error bars

on the measurements of both DCr and DNi; however,

it is clear that the relative mobility of the two ele-

ments is very similar at this boundary.

Perhaps surprisingly, given how similarly the two

tilt boundaries have behaved as described by other

measures, in the case of the relative diffusivity of Cr

and Ni, the asymmetric R11 boundary exhibits some

unique behavior. Interstitials tend to enhance Cr

diffusivity over Ni by a factor of 2–3 for the tem-

peratures considered. (We have excluded those cases

where the Cr distribution led to particularly high

mobilities in this analysis.) However, there is a much

greater disparity for vacancies that is strongly tem-

perature dependent. At the lowest temperature

shown—1100 K—vacancies induce mobility of Cr

that is almost 200 times as great as Ni. Thus, at least

for some boundaries, there is a large chemical

dependence in the transport of elements that depends

on the defect under consideration.

The overall variation with chemistry we see for the

R5 twist is again rather modest, never more than a

factor of 4–5. However, there is a slight temperature

dependence, particularly for the vacancy, with

cFigure 8 Relative diffusivity of Cr vs Ni at the four GBs—a

symmetric R11 tilt, b asymmetric R11 tilt, c R5 twist, and d R45
asymmetric tilt plus twist—as a function of defect type and Cr

content.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)
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greater relative transport of Cr at low temperatures,

at least for the higher Cr content boundary. For the

case with a lower Cr content, the difference at lower

temperature is smaller, less than a factor of 3. Finally,

there is no big difference between the transport in

different chemical species induced by vacancies or

interstitials; as for the total D, the behavior for both

defects is similar.

Yet another type of behavior is exhibited by the

R45 boundary, as shown in Fig. 8d. For the highest Cr

content, there is little chemical dependence—maybe a

factor of 2 faster transport of Cr compared to Ni—nor

any big difference in transport induced by intersti-

tials as compared to vacancies. However, for lower

Cr content, we find that Cr actually migrates slower

than Ni for both interstitials and vacancies, in con-

trast to all of the other boundaries considered. For

vacancies, the effect is almost a factor of 10 at 1000 K.

This suggests that Cr, trapped at the high energy sites

in this boundary structure, is not easily dislodged by

the passing defects.

Effective migration energies

From the diffusivities in Fig. 6, we extract the

effective migration energy of species due to vacancies

and interstitials; these are reported in Table 3. We

note that, for the Cr-loaded asymmetric R11 tilt

boundary, we are not able to extract meaningful

numbers for either defect. In the case of the vacancy,

for the data shown in Fig. 6b, there is seemingly no

effect of Cr on the diffusivity of the vacancy. How-

ever, if we fit an exponential to the data, we find a

very different slope as compared to the unalloyed

boundary and this is because the data do not extend

to low enough temperatures for the Cr-loaded case. If

we add lower temperature data, which are plagued

by poor statistics due to trapping of the vacancy by

the Cr, we obtain very different slopes depending on

which points are included. We thus refrain from

reporting a value, but suspect that the migration

energy in this case is very similar to the pure Ni

boundary.

Similarly, we have difficulties extracting a migra-

tion energy for interstitial mediated migration in the

same boundary, though, in this case, the reason is

different. Because of the very fast migration associ-

ated with the aligned Cr, the resulting diffusivity

versus inverse temperature is non-Arrhenius; the T
ab
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diffusivity is much higher at lower temperature

where the Cr remains aligned. Thus, with the data at

hand, it is meaningless to extract a migration energy.

For the other boundaries, we are able to extract

reasonable values of the effective migration energy.

For the symmetric R11 tilt boundary, as noted,

interstitials diffuse almost athermally along the tilt

axis when no Cr is present, with an extremely small

migration energy of 0.03 eV. This increases by an

order of magnitude with Cr is present to 0.31 eV, still

reasonably fast, but slower than interstitial self-dif-

fusion in the bulk [29, 30]. Vacancy migration is

hardly impacted by the presence of Cr: in the pure

case, we find a value of 0.63 eV, while in the doped

case, we extract a value of 0.57 eV. The difference

may be due to a slight dip in D in the undoped case at

the highest temperature, where our statistics are rel-

atively poor and the trajectory, even in the cases

included in the evaluation of D, may have some

influence of the vacancy detaching from the GB

plane.

The other two boundaries, which both have a twist

component, behave rather similarly. For both the

vacancy and the interstitial in the R5 twist, we find a

similar migration energy in the pure Ni boundary—

0.72 and 0.69 eV, respectively—that systematically

increases as the Cr content increases. For the highest

concentration, we find migration energies of 1.08 and

1.00 eV for the vacancy and the interstitial, respec-

tively, thus indicating a significant slowing down of

overall rates of transport as Cr is introduced into the

boundary plane.

The R45 boundary behaves similarly, though a

critical amount of Cr is needed before transport is

slowed. For the smallest Cr content, where only the

deepest traps are filled, neither the vacancy nor the

interstitial are affected. However, as more Cr is

included, the barriers increase, from pristine values

of 0.88 and 0.90 eV for the vacancy and interstitial,

respectively, to 1.16 and 1.23 eV.

Thus, overall, we tend to find that, with the

exception of the special arrangements in the asym-

metric R11 tilt boundary, Cr slows down the migra-

tion of species at these diverse boundary structures.

That is, regardless of the detailed atomic structure, Cr

has a similar qualitative impact: an increase in the

effective migration energy for transport.

Discussion

Summarizing our key results, we find that

• Cr tends to reduce the mobility of atoms due to

both interstitial and vacancy migration

• This effect is greatest for interstitial migration

along the tilt axis of tilt GBs

• For specific arrangements of Cr in the asymmetric

tilt boundary, Cr mobility can be extremely high

• Cr tends to migrate moderately faster than Ni

with the exception of the R45 boundary, in which

the behavior is non-monotonic with both Cr

content and temperature

• Cr reduces the mobility of GBs themselves (this is

a point we will discuss below)

As Cr is added to a GB, there is a tendency for

vacancies (Fig. 5), and presumably interstitials, to

bind more strongly to the boundary. This indicates

an attraction between Cr and the defect, suggesting

that defect mobility will be hindered because the

defect is less able to freely migrate in the boundary

plane. Further, as the defect and Cr are associated,

this suggests that, when the defect does move, Cr will

more likely be nearby and benefit from that motion.

This scenario is born out by our simulations, which

indicate that overall atomic mobility is reduced when

Cr is added to the boundary, though Cr tends to

migrate faster than Ni.

This result is in contrast to MD studies of diffu-

sivity in bulk Ni-Cr alloys, which found that

increasing Cr concentrations led to higher Ni self-

diffusion rates [31]. Here, we find the opposite result,

that generally overall transport is slowed by the

addition of Cr. That study used a different potential,

and it is possible the potential is the source of the

difference. Assuming that the potentials would pre-

dict similar behavior, we turn to other potential ori-

gins of this difference. Of course, GBs might behave

fundamentally differently than in the bulk, and past

work has shown how migration rates of individual

defects can be slower at boundaries than in the

bulk [6]. Further, the Cr distribution is very different

in the two scenarios. In the bulk, it is dispersed ran-

domly, while in the current boundary studies, it is

concentrated at the boundary, often forming rela-

tively dense structures. Thus, we might expect sig-

nificant differences in behavior even if the potentials

were in perfect agreement. We do find agreement
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with that previous study in that, generally, Cr

vacancy-mediated transport is faster than Ni trans-

port (though the R45 boundary is an exception),

suggesting that the two potentials describe the sys-

tem in a similar manner.

The impact of Cr is most dramatic at the tilt

boundaries. In the absence of Cr, interstitial migra-

tion along the tilt axis is very fast, almost athermal,

consistent with our previous work on Cu [6]. In

particular, the anisotropy exhibited by interstitials at

these tilt boundaries is reduced, but not eliminated,

by the presence of Cr. Cr disrupts the fast interstitial

migration pathways, leading to overall slower

migration along the tilt axes. This effect is much

weaker, or even non-existant, for vacancies, even

though they also exhibit anisotropies. It is the inter-

stitialcy, almost crowdion-like pathways of intersti-

tials, that is most disrupted.

Though we have not made any attempt to quantify

it, another important observation from our simula-

tions is that, while in the unalloyed boundaries we

often observe significant migration of the boundaries

themselves at elevated temperature, once Cr is

added, that mobility essentially disappears. (We note

that the mobility of the undoped boundary is inher-

ent to the structure, observed even when no defect is

added to the structure.) Thus, Cr imposes a signifi-

cant pinning effect on these boundaries. This is most

pronounced for the two boundaries that have a twist

component; for the two tilt boundaries, we observe

little GB migration regardless of Cr content. How-

ever, for those boundaries that do exhibit high

mobility in the pure Ni case, Cr almost completely

eliminates that mobility on the time scales of our

simulations.

Another interesting observation is that, in certain

cases, Cr can greatly enhance the mobility of atoms at

the GB, at least when interstitials are present. This

enhanced mobility only occurs at the asymmetric R11
tilt boundary and only when the Cr is well aligned

along the tilt axis. As highlighted in Fig. 6b, when

that arrangement is disrupted, the mobility drops to

much lower levels. There is an energetic driving force

for the Cr to align, but of course entropy favors a

more disordered structure. We cannot say anything

about how prevalent such arrangements might be,

but when they do exist, they can greatly enhance

transport.

Our results indicate that solute and solvent trans-

port is sensitive to both the GB character and the local

arrangement of Cr, as emphasized by the extremely

high mobility observed in the asymmetric R11
boundary. These results are generally consistent with

recent experimental results by Gheno et al. [32], who

found transport varied even along one GB—pre-

sumably because of a change of structure—and that

some boundaries exhibited extremely high levels of

transport. As suggested in that work, the overall

diffusion of e.g. Cr at these boundaries is a combi-

nation of solute segregation, defect content, and

defect mobility within each GB, all of which are

sensitive to the GB character. Gheno et al. suggest

that changes in transport rates along a boundary

might be due to fluctuations in structure, but our

results suggest variations in Cr content could also be

responsible, though only in very special cases.

It is worth discussing these results in the context of

experimental observations regarding DIGM and GB

attack by molten salts and high temperature water or

gas. Past experiments have revealed that, upon cor-

rosion, Cr is preferentially leached out of GBs toward

the reaction front and the boundaries themselves can

migrate, leaving behind a Cr-poor region [19]. Our

results suggest that the enhanced leaching of Cr is not

due to any enhanced mobility of atoms when Cr is

present, compared to when no Cr is present (ne-

glecting any changes in defect concentrations). That

is, it is rather driven by the thermodynamics of Cr

solution in the corrosive liquid and the strong con-

centration gradients that would result. Our results do

suggest that, once Cr leaches from the GB, the GB

could then have higher mobility and start to migrate,

possibly accounting for the DIGM zone observed in

experiment. Thus, we might speculate that Cr diffu-

sion itself does not lead to the migration of the

boundary, but rather that the depletion of Cr allows

the boundary to migrate and that it will again become

immobile when it encounters Cr.

Schreiber et al. [33] have previously discussed how

the amount of Cr transport needed to explain DIGM

in Ni-5Cr alloys is much higher than expected from

literature measurements of GB transport, leading

them speculate there must be significant vacancy

injection due to oxidation in the material. This is

consistent with our results in that Cr mobility is not

significantly faster along the GB than Ni and thus

there must be some other origin of the enhanced

transport observed there. This conclusion is also

supported by the results of Gheno et al. [32], who

found Arrhenius behavior in the transport,
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suggesting that the equilibrium behavior is as

expected and other factors must be driving the

enhanced mobilities.

It has also been shown [15] that radiation damage

can slow the corrosive process in Ni-Cr alloys in

certain situations. One of the key impacts of radiation

damage is the creation of interstitials. If one assumes

that the presence of interstitials is the unique signa-

ture of the radiation damage (forgetting for a moment

that a supersaturation of vacancies is also created),

then we should examine how interstitial mobility

differs from vacancy mobility at these boundaries.

Here, the story is very dependent on the boundary

structure. For tilt boundaries, interstitials always

migrate much faster than vacancies. However, for the

boundaries with twist components, that is no longer

true, and the two defects have very similar mobility.

Since pure tilt boundaries are likely the minority in

any real material, we would thus conclude that any

impact of radiation damage is not directly related to

mass transport at the boundaries themselves. Rather,

it seems more likely that mass flow from the bulk to

the GB is more relevant [34].

When placing our results in context with the prior

literature, we conclude that the extremely high levels

of transport exhibited in some experimental studies

of Ni-Cr GBs must be a consequence of highly non-

equilibrium processes. The high mobilities observed

there are not a consequence of any intrinsic

enhancement of transport due to the presence of Cr.

We only observe such behavior for one very special

and limited case. More general GBs, as represented

here by the R45 boundary, exhibit only modest

changes in transport rates when Cr is introduced. We

do find, as shown in Fig. 5, that Cr can lead to

enhanced defect content at the boundary, but the

effect does not seem to be sufficient to explain the

experiments, and any enhancement is particularly

weak for the more general grain boundary. Thus, this

leads us to conclude that other non-equilibrium

processes, possibly vacany injection due to Cr

leaching, are the source of the enhanced transport

seen in experiments. That said, while generally Cr

and Ni transport rates are similar in most of our

simulations, there is at least one case—the asym-

metric R11 boundary—where Cr migrates much fas-

ter when vacancies are present. It is possible that

certain boundaries would exhibit the high transport

rates observed in experiment, but most seem not to.

Comparing to the recent work by Koju and Mis-

hin [20, 21], which examined the effects of Mg doping

on transport at GBs in Al and Ag alloying on trans-

port along GBs in Cu, our results for the Ni-Cr system

are in qualitative agreement. They found that Mg

reduces transport at GBs in Al, similar to what we

conclude for Cr in Ni. In contrast, Ag alloying in Cu

did not result in such a simple change in transport,

with D initially decreasing and then increasing with

Ag content. However, they found that Cu transport

generally slowed with Ag additions. They note that

they only considered one GB, and as we have seen

here, the details do depend on the GB structure. We

have also seen special cases where transport can be

different or accelerated compared to typical scenar-

ios, depending on the solute distribution. That said,

as a whole, our results are generally consistent with

the behavior seen for these other two alloyed sys-

tems, suggesting that alloying generally slows trans-

port at GBs.

Finally, we should note some limitations of this

study. First, all of our MD simulations start with Cr

distributions that are found from 10 K SGCMC

simulations. In reality, the Cr distribution would, of

course, be temperature dependent and we should

perform the SGCMC at the temperature of the MD

simulations to get a more representative distribution.

And, indeed, we have seen cases where the specific

distribution matters a great deal. However, we also

see that, for the most part, the log of the diffusivity

behaves smoothly with inverse temperature, and

tracks similarly to the unalloyed cases, suggesting

that those simulations are not overly sensitive to the

Cr distribution (or that the distribution quickly

adjusts to the temperature of the simulation). Thus,

we suspect that this is not making a huge impact on

our results. Finally, we have only considered the

change in migration due to a single defect induced by

the addition of Cr. The changing chemical composi-

tion will also change the thermodynamic concentra-

tion of defects, an effect we have not considered here.

Second, while we have chosen a set of GBs to study

that are structurally diverse, they still represent a

very small fraction of the near-infinite GB possibili-

ties. More importantly, our set is likely too small to

draw many general conclusions. One could imagine

that, with a larger dataset, it would be possible to

learn, for example via materials informatics approa-

ches [35, 36], properties that could lead to general

models appropriate for the mesoscale. It would be
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extremely valuable to have a ‘‘law’’ that relates

mobility to Cr content and GB structure. Our results,

while providing important insight into that relation-

ship, are not sufficient to construct such a law.

Finally, there are other considerations that would

be important for future work. For example, we have

explicitly limited our study to transport within the

boundary plane. However, as noted above, transport

to and from the boundary is also important for

understanding the chemical evolution of these

materials under extreme conditions. Further, as we

have shown in the past [6, 37], defects do not neces-

sarily exist as isolated point defects within GBs; they

cluster, and that clustering impacts their mobility.

Finally, there have only been a few studies now

explicitly examining the impact of GB alloying on

mass transport. We need more studies of a wider

range of chemical systems to draw more general

conclusions on this relationship.

Conclusion

To conclude, we have used molecular dynamics

simulations to examine the impact of Cr alloying on

mass transport at GBs due to both interstitials and

vacancies. We find that, generally, Cr tends to

increase the migration energy of defects, or decrease

the overall mobility of atoms within the boundary

plane. At the same time, Cr mobility tends to be

higher than Ni mobility at most boundaries, sug-

gesting a complicated relationship between the

defects and the alloying element. The biggest impact

is observed at pure tilt boundaries, in which prefer-

ential migration of interstitials along the tilt axis is

significantly impact by Cr. However, we also observe

that there are special arrangements of Cr that can

lead to exceptionally high transport rates. Finally, we

find that Cr tends to eliminate the mobility of some

GBs themselves, and conversely Cr depletion via

corrosive leaching may promote boundary migration.

Overall, our results provide new insight into the

impact of alloying on GB transport and help in the

interpretation of experimental observations of molten

salt corrosion at GBs.
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